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Seaside
Nostalgia

Consumables
• krispie mallow block 18 x 10 x 8cm (7 x 4 x 3in) 
(see recipe)

• round cake prepared and covered using pastel yellow 
30cm (10in)

• round drum board covered using pastel yellow 33cm (13in)
• sugarpaste pastel yellow 1.2kg (2lb 8oz), poppy red 350g 
(10oz), white 250g (8oz), black 50g (2oz) (Renshaw)

• pastillage 250g (8oz)
• royal icing 50g (2oz) 
• round drum board 38cm (13in)
• square cake card 10cm (4in)
• cake dowels x 3
• blossom tint ice blue, lemon yellow, red, brown 
(Sugarflair Colours Ltd)

• blossom tint baby maize, autumn leaf (EdAble Art)
• paprika paste colour (Sugarflair Colours Ltd)
• cmc 25g (1oz)
• clear alcohol
• dry spaghetti
• black/liquorice edible ink pen (Sugarflair Colours Ltd)

Tools 
• Templates - theatre frame & shelf x 1, audience x 2
• sugarcraft gun
• ribbon cutter (FMM)
• circle cutter 2.5cm (1in)
• heart cutter 3cm (1¼in)
• straight frill cutter No.3, part of set 1-4 (FMM)
• decorative design tappits set (FMM)
• fabric set embossing mat (Autumn Carpenter)
• surgical scalpel with 10A blade or other suitable 
cutting tool

• self healing cutting mat 
• paint palette

Secrets of Success
When using a sugarcraft gun 

add CMC to sugarpaste for strength 
and then mix in white vegetable fat to

make the paste soft and pliable. This will
enable it to be extruded more easily.

To make modelling paste, add a pinch of
CMC to small amounts of coloured

sugarpaste, add additional pinches of 
CMC until the paste feels firm but 

still soft enough to mould.
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A little reminiscing by 
the seaside can be so
therapeutic, so why not
indulge your memories 
by creating this fun
Punch and Judy scene. 
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RICE KRISPIE CAKE

To make the krispie mallow block, melt 150g marshmallow together with 75g butter
over a low heat. 

Add 240g rise kripsies and stir until all ingredients are combined. 

Line a cake tin or 2lb loaf tin with clingfilm and pack the krispie mallow mixture in
tightly to form a block, using the back of a damp metal spoon. 

Put in the fridge to firm up. If using a loaf tin, the slopping sides can be trimmed
when the mixture is firm.

PERFECT PASTILLAGE

To make pastillage, stir 3 tsp CMC into 450g soft peak royal
icing, mix until the royal icing forms a ball then knead on a
surface dusted with icing sugar until it begins to feel elastic.

Place in a freezer bag and leave to rest for 2-3 hours or
overnight. 

Before rolling out, re-knead and add a little icing sugar if too
sticky to handle.

If the sugarpaste 
is soft and the stripes
distort when handling,
add a little CMC to
strengthen the paste
before cutting out the

stripes.

Pastillage is a 
strong medium that 
can be used for free
standing structures and
in this design we have
had fun painting it 
to create the 
audience.
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When using a scalpel cut on a
resealable cutting mat or other 

suitable surface.

When covering the krispie mallow
block, as long as it has a relatively

smooth surface, the
sugarpaste can be

applied and will stick
directly to the block.
Roll the sugarpaste to

4mm thick to compensate 
for any minor surface     

imperfections. 

Audience: Roll the pastillage to 2mm thickness
and using the two and three children templates, 
cutbround the outlines with a scalpel. Cut the 
second templates along the dotted lines using the
pieces to cut out the clothes in pastillage.

8

Fix the theatre shelf in place with royal icing.
Roll out strips of red and yellow modelling
paste. Stick the long edges together and add
texture to the red strip using a fabric embossing
mat. Fringe yellow strip using a cutting wheel.
Fix to the edge of the shelf with sugar glue.

Roll out red sugarpaste, cut to fit the back of the
krispie mallow block and gently smooth it on.
Roll out and cut a rectangle of red modelling
paste to fit the top of the theatre, leave to dry
flat on a piece of greaseproof paper.

Roll out and cut red and white stripes with the
ribbon cutter set at 1.5cm wide. Apply stripes
vertically to the sides. For the front of the krispie
mallow block, centralise the first stripe before
applying the rest of the stripes, butting them up
against each other.

Using the sugarcraft gun with the smallest
ribbon disc, extrude a red ribbon and secure
with a little sugar glue around the inner and
outer edge of the theatre frame. Cut a red fan
shape with the tappits and glue in place.

Theatre: Carve a rectangle out of the top front of
the krispie mallow block using centre of the
theatre frame template as a guide. Roll out black
sugarpaste and cover the back, sides and base of
the rectangular hollow. Smooth around the front
sides of the theatre and trim away the excess paste.

Make two ropes using the sugarcraft gun fitted
with the smallest trefoil disc and yellow
sugarpaste. Twist the rope and fix to each side of
the theatre frame with sugar glue. Trim to size.
Set flat to dry on greaseproof paper.

Theatre Frame: Roll out the pastillage to 2mm
thick and using the templates cut out the theatre
frame and the theatre shelf with a scalpel. Dust
one side and the edges of both pieces with ice
blue edible blossom tint. 

4 5
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The pastillage will take blossom tint
colour more easily if dusted while it is still
wet. When painting on dry pastillage, mix

a little alcohol into the blossom tint
colours to make application of colour more
effective. This technique can also be used
to create detail and shading in addition to

dusting the pieces.

TECHN IQUE

Insert spaghetti into the base of the heads
at an early stage to give a means of holding

the head and standing it in oasis while
working on it. It should also be long enough
to go through the body and into the theatre.

Attach a flattened piece of brown paste to the
back of Judy’s head and forehead, mark with a
cutting wheel. Roll out and cut a circle of white
modelling paste, frill edges with a cocktail stick,
attach a pea size piece of white paste to top.

Mark the pupils and eyebrows on both character
faces and mark eyelashes on Judy, with a
black/liquorice edible ink pen. 

Puppet Heads: To make the Punch and Judy
characters, take 4g of flesh coloured modelling
paste for each face, roll a cone, pinch out the
nose and hook using bulbous cone tool. Curl up
the chin and use a wide veining tool to make two
indents for the eyes. 

Dust the hats with autumn leaf and the clothes
with a choice of red, blue and yellow blossom
tint colour. Dress the figures by fixing the
clothes to the main silhouette using sugar glue
or royal icing. Dry on a flat greaseproof paper.

Using a broad flat brush, dust the neck and arms
of the silhouettes with flesh coloured dusting
powder and the bottom edge of the pastillage
piece with a mix of lemon yellow and autumn
leaf edible blossom tint.

10

11

For the eyes, roll two tiny sausages of white paste
and flatten as they are glued in place. Add a tiny
blue ball in the centre and allow to dry. Dust on
eye shadow using ice blue blossom tint and colour
their cheeks and chin with red blossom tint. 

13

Roll a tiny piece of red modelling paste into a
torpedo shape, position and press in place using
the end of a straw to create the mouth. Roll two
tiny cones in flesh coloured paste for the ears,
create an indent using the end of the bone tool
and attach with sugar glue.

12

1514

9

Cut a strip of white modelling paste for Punch’s
finged hair, using the cutting wheel and attach
around the back of his head. Roll a small cone
from red paste and hollow to fit his head, give it
a bend, create an indent for a pompom. 

16
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Trim 10cm square cake card to fit base of
theatre. Insert dowels toward back of cake where
theatre will be positioned, to support its weight.
Secure theatre, board and cake using royal icing.
Position audience, pipe royal icing along base,
front and back. Sprinkle with edible sand.

Attach roof (see step 6) to the theatre with royal
icing. Use straight frill cutter (wavy pattern
No.3) to cut a strip of white modelling paste
and stick to top edge of the sides and back of
theatre. Attach theatre frame (step 1-3) to the
theatre front with royal icing.

Thinly roll out white modelling paste and cut a
square and a long thin strip for the apron. Cut out
the collar using a heart cutter and then cut out a
semicircle for the neck using part of the same cutter.
Glue these pieces in place and glue head to body.

20

Take two tiny pieces of flesh coloured modelling
paste and roll into cones, flatten and make a cut
with scissors in the rounded end for the thumb.
Cup with the bone tool and fix inside the
hollowed part of the arm using sugar glue.

19

Take a small piece of red modelling paste roll a
sausage and hollow the ends. Bend and fix to the
theatre shelf. Insert two small yellow sausages for
legs and attach two small barrel shapes for shoes.
Position both puppets in the theatre.

22

Make a red body and hands for Punch following
steps 18 and 19. Trim body with a yellow wavy
stripe cut with the ribbon cutter and add tiny red
buttons. Make a white collar as in step 15, Judy’s
hat. Glue to the body and glue head to body.

21

Glue the hat to his head and add a pompom
made from yellow paste. Roll out a thin strip of
red paste and cut out v’s with the end of the
heart cutter. Stick around the base of the hat and
attach tiny balls of yellow paste to the points.

17

Puppet Bodies: Take 9g of ice blue modelling
paste, roll a cone and tease out arms from the
wider part. Make a small hollow in the end of
each arm with the bulbous cone tool and bend
the arms forward so that it will fit within the
theatre beside Punch.

18

2423

To make edible sand combine lemon
yellow and autumn leaf blossom tints

with semolina or ground rice. This should
be sprinkled on to the royal icing whilst

still wet.

TECHN IQUE

The finished puppets
need to fit within the
indent created in the

krispie mallow block so
take care to model and
measure the bodies for

the completed
characters.
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